L1 PROJECTOR SYSTEM

TURNING ON SYSTEM 2

SHARE PROJECTOR SCREEN WITH LAPTOP/MACBOOK/TABLET/IPAD 2

SHARE DOCUMENTS WITH DOC CAM 3

PLAY CD/DVD/VHS 4
CONTROL PANEL ON PODIUM (TURNING ON)

SCREEN SHARE WITH LAPTOP/MACBOOK/ TABLET/IPAD

- An adapter may need to be used between the device and the VGA cord
- Once device is connected, press the corresponding selection on the control panel to share screen
  - Laptop 1 = Laptop 1 cord
  - Laptop 2 = Laptop 2 cord

ON/OFF

MASTER VOLUME

TO USE DOC CAM

LAPTOP 1 & LAPTOP 2 INPUT SELECTIONS/CORDS
SHARE SCREEN WITH DOC CAM

- Once projector is turned on, wait for count down to finish before selecting “DOC CAM” on the control panel.

- Turn on DOC CAM

- Place object/document on DOC CAM platform to project onto screen.
PLAY A DVD, VHS, OR AUDIO CD

OPEN THE CABINET DOOR OF THE PODIUM TO ACCESS THE DVD, VHS, & CD PLAYERS

VCR PLAYER
PRESS “VCR” TO CONNECT VCR PLAYER TO SCREEN

DVD & CD PLAYER
PRESS “DVD” TO CONNECT DVD PLAYER TO SCREEN
(CD’S CAN BE PLAYED IN DVD PLAYER)